Meandering & Mysteries | a Runcorn walk
This less than two mile circular walk on designated footpaths starts at Runcorn Town Hall. The height climb is moderate
and the route crosses one busy road - but only if you wish to look at Sprinch Yard and Big Pool, so take extra care there.
Although not all roads are marked on this map, we think there’s enough to help you keep on track. If you have access to
the internet as you walk then you could listen to the Oral Histories as you go along, but if not then have a listen at
home - just type the name into the search box - there’s some great stories. We hope you have a great walk . . .
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2. HALTON
GRANGE
GARDENS
at the right side
of the old house,
just past the monkey
puzzle tree there were
two identical square
sunken gardens planted with summer flowers
Bo
and dwarf specimens, pedestals
sto
& vases (Kemp, 1858)
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In 1919
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Miss M Boston
established the 1st
Runcorn Brownie pack
at her Boston Grange home.
When they met on warmer days
they would play games, or have
picnic teas in the grounds

Highfield Tannery
Fire Crew, 1899

Stonehills

Mill Brow , E. Pawson

ORAL HISTORY | John Whitaker
The Mayor’s Attendant has many
stories, including one of losing
the Mayoress badge and chain

Holmfield
Avenue
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Barnes Cottages

MSC Harbour Master , Halton Libraries

Picton
Ave
Past Mayoress Badge
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7. GRANGE SCHOOL
7
Opened 1958, re-built
in 2010 as an all-through
school for children ages 3-16

TURN
LEFT
after care home
onto path
- it follows an
old trackway

4. SPUR ROAD travels under
Boston Ave. 1.2m long, open
1962 to take traffic to the
‘new’ Runcorn-Widnes
bridge, open 1961

5. A CHURCH VIEW
Look over the Boston Ave, past the
phone box, between the 2 houses
behind, you might just see
St Mary’s Church in
Halton Village
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5. MORVAL CRESCENT
built 1950s, extended 1960s
for New Town developments.

During the WWI Battle of Morval, September
1916, local man Private TA ‘Todger’ Jones
B5
was awarded the Victoria Cross
155
for bravery in the trenches
Sp

3. A MYSTERY of MISSING STONES (x)
x
The
1910
map shows 3 stones
x
along an old field boundary, which is
now Boston Avenue. They may have been
erratics left after the last ice age that have been found
around Halton. These three are not visible today, perhaps they
looked like this on the image (right) found when they
were digging out the Manchester Ship Canal
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ORAL HISTORY | Frank Brown, Manchester Ship Canal Co. Diver talks about the dangers of his job

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Thanks to our Partnership groups for images and supporting research which have enabled the production of this leaflet
* Bus Stop markers are an indication only, please check www.haltontransport.co.uk for up to date location information
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Runcorn
Town Hall
Heath Road
WA7 5TN
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CLARE & RYDER (house builders)
Land to the north of Halton Grange was
sold in the 1930s to local house builders
Clare & Ryder. The road names record
them and their family connections through
Latham Avenue, Duncan Avenue, Roland
Avenue and Claremont Road

STENHILL/STONEHILLS QUARRY
c18/19th provided some of the pink sandstone
that you see in many significant local buildings.
In the 1980s part of the northern quarry space at
Castle Rise was filled with household waste.
Most of the grassy areas you see
here were part of the original
quarry site. This is the
highest point
of the walk
- what can
6. Site of CASTLE VIEW
you see?
(now a care home) In 1845
the house that was here was
surrounded by open
fields with a track
to Halton Lodge
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10. EDWARD R. KORTENS
The Kortens family lived at
76 Picton Avenue. Edward lost
his life in the WWI Gallipoli
campaign. Before the war
Edward was a Waterman and
his father, was the Dock/Pier
Master, both worked for the
Manchester Ship Canal Co

9. BARNES COTTAGES
Noted as sub-standard and
unhealthy in the 1930s &
subsequently demolished
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Henry Pawsey in the Brooke’s car
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14. 91 HEATH ROAD
Home of Henry Pawsey,
Chauffeur to Sir Richard
Brooke of Norton Priory.
Henry’s daughter Irene
was also employed by
the Brooke’s as a
Parlour Maid
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8. STONEHILLS FARM
This large sandstone house, built
from local quarried stone was home to
Fr. Edmund Carter in 1842, the first Catholic Priest
resident in Runcorn. He is reputed to have held a
Mass here. By 1911 this was the home of
Samuel Barnes - any link to Barnes Cottages?
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RUNCORN HILL view
As the highest point
visible from the grounds
of the Grange, the hill
was used as a vantage
point for paintings of the
house for its owners.
Three paintings are
held in the Civic
collection and are
on display at the
Town Hall
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Halton Grange, 1889
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16. ENTRANCE to
HALTON GRANGE
In 1858 Edward Kemp wrote
in his book, How to lay out
a garden; the ‘entrance shows
the Italianate Lodge (gone)
and the walls in elaborate
architectural manner’
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15. POOL HOUSE
In 1845, Francis Salkeld
lived at Pool House. The
Salkeld family owned
much of the land around
this area, including that
which Halton Grange was
built on. In 1911 Joseph
Hall Salkeld lived at Pool
House with his nephew
and one servant. Salkeld’s
Wharf was nearby at
Big Pool
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13. BIG POOL
A large natural water
pool, a small part of
which exists today.
Some local houses still
have pool in their name;
Pool Dale &
Pool Hollow
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ROCK PARK
c18/19th
MILL BROW
QUARRY

Heath Road

ur

Big Pool
(rem.)

Site of travelling cranes
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MILL BROW WINDMILL
This must have had quite
a presence on the Runcorn
skyline; it looks huge on
the painting, right. It was
sited not far from the park
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Royal Oak
Tannery

Boston Tannery (early 1900s)
then Puritan 1926-1962

11. MYSTERY WALL
There’s a curious curved
wall in Rock Park, is it
ornamental or did it
have a function?
Can you find evidence of
stone working in the park?

A533
Expressway

Highfield
Tannery

There were many tanneries around Runcorn
mostly sited along the Bridgewater Canal so the
raw hides could be delivered easily by boat via
Liverpool Docks. Tanning ceased in the 1960s
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Highfield Tannery fire, 1968
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TANNERIES & TANNING, c18th-c20th

Highfield Tannery workers, 1943
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Runcorn Quarrying
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Private TA (Todger) Jones, 1940s
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His uncle worked at Puritan Tannery and travelled to
Germany to meet Hitler to sell him leather

Canal Street, site of
Runcorn AFC
1918-2000
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Sprinch
Yard

ORAL HISTORY | Geoff Dutton
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Sprinch Yard

NOT TO SCALE (but it’s pretty close)

Runcorn Quarrying

12. SPRINCH
DOCKYARD 1890-1948
The slipway can be seen at
the south end of Victoria Rd.
(image left). There were
huge tall warehouses here
between Sprinch Yard
and Big Pool beyond
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MSC Boulder

ORAL HISTORY | Hilda Warder
Hilda was born and raised on the canal. She talks about her life
afloat and getting paid for clog dancing on a Saturday night

KEY
Walk stopping places (numbered)
Blue Plaques (RDHS)
Bus stops*
Site of old building
Oral Histories (see our website)

